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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0127107A2] 1. Belt winder drive unit for roller blinds, which can be raised and lowered by means of a flat belt (5), which is mounted in
front of a wall in freely accessible, vertical and planeparallel manner on a tension section, is coupled by its upper end to a roller blind roller (3) and
whose free lower end can be wound onto a belt reel (7), which is spring loaded in the winding-on direction ; with an electric drive motor (10) and with
a drive roller unit (20), of whose rollers at least one is directly driveable by the drive motor and between whose rollers the belt is guided in meander-
like manner with engaging frictional contact on the roller circumference and whereby one flat belt side (58) loops part of the circumference of a
roller (52) and whose other flat belt side (57) loops part of the circumference of the next roller (55), characterized in that a drive roller unit (20) is
provided with more than two rollers (52, 53, 55), that the rollers (52, 53) of uneven number, based on the belt passage, form a first roller group (59)
and one flat belt side (58) engages on the circumference of the rollers of the first roller group (59), that the roller (55) or rollers of even count form
a second roller group (60) and engages on the other flat belt side (57) on the circumference of the rollers of the second roller group, that a casing
(12) comprising a base part (33) and a cover (15) is provided, whose base part is fitted on the wall with freely accessible cover, that the cover can
be opened when the base part is fitted, that the rollers of one roller group are mounted in the base part and the rollers of the other roller group in the
cover and that on both sides slots (42, 43) for the belt extend between base part (33) and cover (15).
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